PEP Services Disclaimer

PEP offers two services: Content Editing and Copy Editing.

Content Editing

We will make recommendations for

✓ structure and syntax
✓ word choice
✓ organization and flow of ideas
✓ need for evidence and support
✓ concision, clarity and cohesion

Copy Editing

We will make recommendations for

✓ proofreading for grammar, spelling and punctuation
✓ proofreading for citations

Please be advised that we cannot assist with:

✗ brainstorming to generate ideas
✗ planning revisions
✗ assistance with research or sources
✗ verification of your sources
✗ verification of your data
✗ contacting your editor, advisor or manager on your behalf

We neither imply nor guarantee that your writing project will be accepted for publication, accepted by the person overseeing your project or used by its intended audience.